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 As 2017 comes to a close, the reflection on this year is one of fond memories and thanks. 
 Endeavor Farm is now into our fifth year of operation. We are very fortunate to build a brand that has shown growth 
each passing year and remain true to the standards of horsemanship and integrity instilled in me by my father. I can’t think of 
any better way to honor dad than to continue to be involved in the industry. 
 The past breeding and foaling season yielded a strong group of foals for us and our clients. This season was also a first 
in which 100% of the barren and maiden mares were pregnant. Foaling mares were at a 90% in foal rate. Dr. Barber, Keith 
Haag, and our teaser were responsible for the fantastic numbers. 
 This fall saw the first yearlings bred by Endeavor Farm go to the sales. We had high hopes and were fairly rewarded in 
our sales. Our numbers for 2018 will show more homebreds going to market as our broodmare band has grown. In 
November, we were able to add another mare to the roster. 
 On the racing scene, 2017 will always be a treasured memory. In August at Del Mar our homebred filly Arch of Troy 
became the first horse to enter the winner’s circle carrying our silks. In October at Santa Anita, Arch of Troy was again in the 
winner’s circle following an allowance victory. While these wins are coming with a homebred, this past September Endeavor 
Farm added two well-bred fillies to go racing with in 2018. This is very exciting for us and another proud moment for the 
entire team. 
 We feel very fortunate to be a part of this great sport and the success of Endeavor Farm. The exploits of our horses 
and the staff here are very humbling. These are secondary, however, to the relationships built over the past years with you as 
friends and clients. Without your support and trust in our team, our success is diminished and our lives less fulfilled. 
 Personally, our staff wishes you a wonderful holiday season and an upcoming year of healthy foals, pregnant mares, 
and win pictures.                
                 With Great Thanks, 
                     T 
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A word from Terry 


